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Where are you connecting from today?
OPEN DISCUSSION ON COLLABORATION (1/3)
What are the ingredients of an excellent collaboration? Reflect on positive experiences you’ve had (inside or outside ETSAP). We don’t want project details, rather, what has been the magic sauce?

- Applying TIMES model for each country
- Small workshops with place for unplanned discussions
- Openness, Warmth
- Good team mates, responsibility
- Sharing of resources and knowledge
- Sharing, Trust and credibility
- Communication
- Friendliness

communication

- Good outputs, project
- Trust, strong manager, commitment
- Trust, curiosity and difference perspective on the subject matter
- Complementary competences

Partners share a common objective stronger than personal interests
Open text poll

OPEN DISCUSSION ON COLLABORATION (2/3)

What can you do to increase or improve collaboration? Reflect on steps you could take to increase or engage differently to improve collaboration.
(1/2)

- Plan
- Utilising new COVID19 induced collaborative platforms; MS TEAMS
- Be fully engaged in the collaboration objectives and empathy with colleagues concerns.
- Explore the areas of common interest
- Share: methods, models, data and beer :-)  
- Motivate the team, show the responsibility, respect, good management
- be available to collaborate and share experiences
- Allocate time
- Be curious about others ideas and work
- Openness
- work hard
- make more time available, have
What can you do to increase or improve collaboration? Reflect on steps you could take to increase or engage differently to improve collaboration.

(2/2)

- Supportive management, have committed funding
- Reflect on own competences and complementarities with others
- Share lessons learned even from failed experiences
- More time
- Better communications
- Engage actively
- Developing TIMES model
- Connect more often or to a deeper level with collaborators
- Common research interests
OPEN DISCUSSION ON COLLABORATION (3/3)

What can ETSAP do to foster increased and improved collaboration? What concrete actions can we take within the ETSAP community to enable / facilitate / encourage / foster increased and improved collaboration

lead an international and common project
provide an online platform where (collaborative) projects can be suggested publicly
support and provide open data, identify or provide small funds to pay for ad hoc time

interests poor time open projects

newsletters voluntarily prioritize share

sessions tool similar workshop

make sponsor specific platform

github ndcworkshops help modelling

reporting workload framework

everyone sets thematic model

more of small sectoral meetups order modeling

utilize an online platform for sharing of project ideas

newsletter collaboration opportunities section on website